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Wireless, wireless, wireless! This is all you hear
about in today’s world. Have you ever stopped to
think about what wireless transmission is doing to our
health, and the health of our beautiful planet?
Wireless transmittance is anything that emits a
signal - radio, electromagnetic, micro wave, even your
electrical outlets wreak havoc on our nervous systems
and that of the planet, creating a radiated field.
These invisible waves permeate the earth’s
atmosphere and are changing the natural rhythms of all
life on earth.
Look at the earth as if it is a human body. Our
bodies have a nervous system, and so does the planet.
The earth’s natural magnetic grid acts as her nervous
system. Wireless transmittance negatively affects
the nervous system. The earth’s grids are magnetic,
the wireless transmittance are drawn to, and are
infused into the grid lines, which surround the entire
planet.

Positively Clean, a company dedicated to the complete
vibrational cleaning and clearing of your property,
would like to introduce a product to combat this
invisible influence.
POSITITE is a compound that changes negative/dead
energy into positive/life supporting energy.
Positite is based on the scientific research of Wilhelm
Reich. He discovered orgone energy. This energy is
also known as Prana or Chi energy. There are three
types of orgone energy; OR (natural), POR (posititive),
and DOR (dead/negative) orgone energy. DOR is
harmful to your health and that of the planet.
Electromagnetic, electric, micro-waves,
alternating currant, and even radio waves kill orgone
energy. Making it DOR. This energy is invisible, yet it
is everywhere. It is strongest at its source.
Our modern day life styles depend on this
type of technology. Television, computers, cellular
phones (and all the towers that come with them) and
WiFi. So what can we do about it? Well, unless you
are up for completely doing away with these
conveniences and live totally off the grid in a remote
area some where, then we have to find a way to

harmonize these frequencies. Positite is an alternative
solution.
POSITITE- What is it??
Positite is a mixture of fiberglass resin, metal
shavings, quartz crystal, and various other gems.
When put together in a mold, this creates a new
element.
Orgone energy is attracted to the Positite by
the metal shavings. As the energy passes through the
piece it is changed and charged by the energy of the
quartz and other gems, bringing it to a different
frequency.
The fiberglass resin starts as a liquid. Then a
hardener is added and then the metal shavings etc.
When the resin solidifies it compresses the quartz and
gems making them become polarize or active. (Kind of
like a lump of coal when put under pressure, becomes a
diamond) This is what is able to transform and
transmute the DOR energy to POR, positive life
supporting energy.
Positite can be fixed to your computer, cell
phone, power cords, outlets. It can be buried in the

land to harmonize distortions, and thrown in bodies of
water to revitalize the water. Yes, Positite contributes
to clearing water.

- The Effects of EMF and Electric FieldsOur lives are fiercely intertwined with this
invisible energy. It has negative effects on our health.
Most important, they effect our ability to have deep
restful sleep and the rejuvenation that comes with it.
According to Oram Miller, a certified building biology
environmental inspector with the Environmental Design
and Inspection Services in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
(www.createhealthyhomes.com) the polarity of
alternating current electricity in our homes changes
from positive to negative 60 times per second (60 Hz).
This causes rapid, powerful alternating attraction and
repulsion of each of our bodies trillions of cells. This is
especially disturbing to our sleep cycle.
Rapid fluctuations of your bodies cells cause your
pineal gland located behind the pituitary gland in the
brain to make less Melatonin, a very important hormone

that regulates your biological clock, immune system,
moods and antioxidants.
The pineal gland usually makes a spike in melatonin
at night, but because of the fluctuations of alternating
currents flowing throughout your house, this is
disturbed. It keeps you from having deep restful
“Stage Four Sleep” This has been suppressing sleep for
millions of people through out the industrialized world
for some 100 years. No wonder we are all sick and
tired! Prolonged exposure to these fields can cause
depression, restless leg syndrome (a modern day
disorder) allergies, insomnia, chronic fatigue, and more
all due to the disruption of cellular bio-electric
function.
In a recent article in TIME magazine July 5,
2010“The History Addition” Jill Jonnes Quotes Thomas
Edison while talking about A/C(alternating current) in
the article “Let there Be Light” Edison says, ”High
voltage in A/C carried risks. Edison wrote darkly to one
of his top executives, “Westinghouse will kill a customer
in six months after he puts in a system of any size”. He
was talking about the alternating current systems that
runs through every building in America. Edison knew it
wasn’t good for the human body. Positite is a positive
alternative to combat alternating currents.

Placing Positite on electrical outlets and power
cords in your bedroom is most beneficial to combat this
type of energy. Eliminating exposure in your sleeping
area would be best. Do not use electric blankets. Keep
everything plugged into a power cord so you can shut it
off before going to sleep.

-Positite and WaterPositite has very positive effects in water.
Water is a conductor. Just as the metal in positite,
water draws in that negative DOR energy, killing its life
force. You can see it in the clouds. The grey, flat
clouds that linger over cell phone towers and cities.
This is the personification of DOR energy, and because
of the natural water cycle the water travels around the
earth.
I have seen amazing results in my space clearing
work when positite is added to bodies of water. It for
the most part clears it up in a few days. Add your
positive intention, and you may get even better results.
Given the current situation in our beautiful oceans,
clearing bodies of water would be most beneficial for

the health of our planet.
Positite is a positive energy generator. It
naturalizes electromagnetic frequencies and negative
energy. Positite is a positive defense against
electromagnetic frequencies and negative thought
forms.
For more information or to make a purchase visit
Positively Clean at www.positivelyclean.com. Join us on
Facebook and get your holistic cleaning tip of the day.
Thank You.

